
  

Abstract—This paper outlines an experiential exhibition that 

intends to increase public awareness of cultural sounds of Is-

tanbul. Since intangible cultural heritage (ICH) elements can 

only be safeguarded within society, it is necessary that the soci-

ety is aware of cultural values and conscious about protecting 

them. In order to raise public awareness of sonic cultural val-

ues, we designed an exhibition to emphasize the cultural signif-

icance of urban sounds through sonic experiences. The exhibi-

tion is shaped by experience design, as experience is one of the 

most powerful ways of conveying a message. Moreover, the 

exhibition consists of only sounds and texts, but no visuals in 

order to draw attention on urban sounds and to keep visitors 

focused on thinking about these cultural values. This experien-

tial exhibition leads to a raise in public awareness of urban 

sounds, which hopefully triggers protecting cultural values 

voluntarily and help turning the action of collecting and ar-

chiving urban sounds into a collaborative work. 

 
Index Terms—Experience design, experiential exhibition, 

auditory experience, intangible cultural heritage, sonic values. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Urban fabric includes traditions, daily life routines, and 

cultural activities of a society. Sounds that are related to 

traditions and culture are considered intangible cultural her-

itage (ICH) elements, and therefore they deserve to be pro-

tected for cultural sustainability [1]. However, there are de-

bates about ways of protecting intangible cultural heritage 

elements, whether it can be protected in museums or wheth-

er it is possible to safeguard them in society.  

 Ruhi Ersoy discusses the types of cultural heritage that 

can and cannot be exhibited in museums, in order to under-

stand if exhibiting culture in glass cases can really protect it 

or just display a frozen version of it. According to Ersoy, 

exhibiting ICH in a museum means pulling ICH out of its 

context. Instead of putting ICH in a museum, transforming 

ICH’s place of origin into a museum would be a more ap-

propriate approach in the sense that visitors can experience 

it in its own context [2]. Baghli also advocates the idea of 

rethinking the definition of museums when it comes to the 

safeguarding of ICH [3]. Ekici, however, summarizes the 

outcome of the Symposium on Exhibiting the Intangible 

Cultural Heritage in a Museum in 2004 as follows: there is a 
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consensus on the safeguarding of ICH, and one of the most 

effective ways of doing so is its musealization, by using 

recent technology and improving education in museums [4]. 

He also adds that musealization would not be enough unless 

ICH elements are sustained within society or unless the mu-

seum has visitors. Tongyun Yin has analyzed the challenges 

for museums to safeguard ICH in his research sponsored by 

the Smithsonian Institution and has found several contradic-

tions between the nature of museums and ICH: museums are 

static, but ICH is dynamic; museums deal with materials 

from the past, but ICH is about the past, present and even 

the future; museums are categorized according to their col-

lections (history, anthropology, fine art), but ICH consists of 

social, natural, cultural, and spiritual values; and lastly mu-

seums are places of judgments and decision at each step 

(such as what to include in a collection, what to exclude, 

how to interpret or present it), but ICH is completely neutral 

and directly reflects life itself [5]. Museums across the 

world, including the ones that were established in the early 

Republican Period in Turkey [6], have missions towards the 

adoption of cultural values by societies. They have always 

been closely related to the nation, culture and society, just as 

what Southern has declared: ‘Museums are central to our 

culture, to our sense of ourselves, and to the future of our 

country’ [7]. The collections that museums display are cru-

cial for their institutional stand. For this reason, collection 

pieces need to be chosen by applying significance assess-

ment tests which are mainly used to evaluate the importance 

and relevance of the objects to the entire collection and to 

the institution itself [8]. Therefore, museums play a great 

role in preserving national values and making public con-

scious of their uniqueness. When considered ICH, however, 

museums may not be the most suitable places for directly 

protecting dynamic heritage elements, as it is also argued by 

Ersoy, Baghli and Yin. ICH elements need to be maintained 

and safeguarded in their own contexts within the society to 

which they belong. Moreover, ICH elements need a dynam-

ic and sustainable safeguarding since it evolves over time. In 

this paper, we discuss our exploration for raising awareness 

of ICH elements by indirect means of exhibitions, and for 

encouraging public to safeguard their own cultural values 

through exhibitions. 

 

II.  INCREASING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF CULTURAL SOUNDS 

BY MEANS OF AN EXPERIENTIAL EXHIBITION 

Sounds do not receive much attention, despite being very 

important in everyday life. They are mostly ignored in con-

temporary Istanbul, as in other visual dominant cultures. 

However, this may have been different in another time peri-

od; with the invention of print, the importance of auditory 
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and olfactory communication decreased or in different cul-

tures; societies may have different ways of understanding 

the external world. For example, most indigenous cultures 

of Latin America are based on the thermal dynamics of 

lands and bodies, the Ongee of the Andaman Islands com-

municate and cure with smells and control their cosmos with 

odors, and for the Suya of the Brazilian Mato Grosso, hear-

ing is a symbol of social individuals. The reflection of the 

significance of hearing can be observed also in their lan-

guage, as they use the verb ‘to hear’ in order to mean ‘to 

understand’. In western cultures, however, visual elements 

are more dominant and visual terms are more common, such 

as ‘I see’, ‘point of view’, ‘enlighten’, and so on [9]. Con-

temporary Turkish culture is also mainly based on visuality, 

although its roots are to be found in the Ottoman Empire’s 

culture, where sound, such as Qur’an recitals and the call to 

prayers [10], were vital elements of daily life. Such sounds 

play significant roles not only in terms of religion, but also 

for temporally organizing everyday life. For example, shop-

keepers use to open and close their shops according to the 

call to prayers as they are heard five times at certain inter-

vals. 

Despite the fact that sounds are mostly ignored in daily 

lives of visually dominant cultures, they are significant val-

ues in the context of intangible cultural heritage, and they 

need to be protected just like any other cultural value. For 

this reason, with the aim of protecting sonic values and rais-

ing public awareness of their cultural importance, we initiat-

ed The Soundscape of Istanbul project (soundscapeofistan-

bul.ku.edu.tr) in which we determined, collected and ar-

chived the representative urban sounds of Istanbul [1]. In the 

project, following a survey for determining symbolic sounds 

of Istanbul by public participation, we conducted field re-

cordings during one year for collecting symbolic sonic val-

ues. Then, we archived these sound recordings in a publicly 

accessible archive, Koç University                                  

Suna Kıraç Library Digital Collections 

(http://digitalcollections.library.ku.edu.tr/cdm/landingpage/c

ollection/SOI). This sound collection is also shared with 

Europeana Sounds portal, which is a European organization 

that aims to protect the sound heritage of Europe.  

The sound heritage of Istanbul, however, is not limited to 

sounds that we recorded and archived. It may be enriched 

with the sounds recorded in different time periods and in 

different locations within the city. In order to turn this static 

sound collection into a dynamic and sustainable archive, we 

developed an interactive web-based platform, The Soundss-

like Project (soundsslike.com), which enables volunteers to 

upload sounds to the archive [11]. Thus, the Soundsslike 

archive intends to collect sonic values by crowdsourcing 

method, which leads to a collaborative action towards safe-

guarding the sound heritage of the city within society. 

In order for the society to contribute with their own sound 

recordings to the Soundsslike archive, the project needed to 

be introduced and public awareness needed to be increased. 

For this, we designed an interactive exhibition in which visi-

tors could directly be involved in the exhibition. Visitors 

had the opportunity to shape the sonic environment of the 

exhibition area by playing various sounds of their choice. 

Moreover, visitors had the chance to upload their own sound 

recordings to the Soundsslike archive that could be listened 

to in the exhibition area simultaneously. We conducted both 

quantitative and qualitative research about the contributions 

of the exhibition towards raising public awareness of urban 

sounds and safeguarding sound heritage, which are ex-

plained in more detail in another article [11]. To explain 

briefly, according to the survey conducted in parallel to the 

exhibition, it can be inferred that public awareness increased 

as we received many sounds recordings uploaded to the 

Soundsslike archive. According to our observations during 

the exhibition, visitors seemed to be highly engaged with the 

exhibition and spent around 20 min. discovering urban 

sounds of Istanbul. It was very promising to see visitors 

connected to their cultural values and to witness that they 

care about urban sounds and make efforts to safeguard the 

sound heritage of their own hometown. 

After this successful interactive exhibition, we continued 

our exploration for different ways of designing exhibitions 

in order to raise awareness of urban sounds and to safeguard 

sound heritage. We conducted research on experience de-

sign and designing an experiential exhibition for the same 

objectives, since experience is one of the most powerful 

communication tools. Any moment of our lives can be taken 

as an example of experience; they are important for shaping 

our successive behaviors, feelings or thoughts. Henry James 

summarizes this idea: ‘The quality and content of a person’s 

life is the sum total of what they’ve paid attention to over 

time’ [12]. Experiences may come in a great variety, from 

analog to digital, cultural to technological, and individual to 

interactive. All these experiences interpenetrate into each 

other in real life. There are mainly six key dimensions that 

characterize experiences: significance, breadth, intensity, 

duration, triggers and interaction [12]. In a potential experi-

ential exhibition, all the principles of experience should be 

considered, particularly sensorial triggers (taste, sight, sound, 

smell, touch) and cognitive elements (concepts and symbols) 

[12]. Hearing is one of the most important sensual percep-

tions, and auditory elements not only convey information, 

but also stimulate emotions and bring back memories. 

Therefore, the intention of the exhibition is to communicate 

with the public through sonic experiences and make them 

realize the uniqueness of cultural sounds. 

In this paper, we explain the design process of the experi-

ential exhibition (Duyduk Duymadık DeNeyiM!), the results 

of the survey conducted to evaluate the exhibition in terms 

of its contributions to safeguarding the sound heritage, and 

we discuss if sound heritage can be safeguarded by means of 

an experiential exhibition. 

 

III.   EXHIBITION DESIGN 

In this experiential exhibition (Duyduk Duymadık DeN-

eyiM!), which is the second exhibition after the interactive 

one, we had the intention of highlighting the significance of 

sonic urban values and safeguarding of sound heritage by 

raising awareness of cultural sounds. We focused on two 

points when designing the exhibition which helped realizing 

our intention: forging links between the (static) exhibition 

space and the (dynamic) urban space of Istanbul through 

sonic memories awaken by the cultural sounds heard in the 

installation as well as the parallel events (for example, by 

means of soundwalks), and making visitors aware of the 
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uniqueness of their sonic culture, which may, then, lead 

them to safeguard this very culture and heritage within their 

daily life voluntarily.  

Regarding the exhibition content, we focused on disap-

pearing urban sounds and on the most ignored cultural val-

ues in daily life. This idea was both inspired by the quota-

tion ‘Where are the museums for disappearing sounds?’ [13] 

of a pioneer researcher in the field of soundscape studies, R. 

Murray Schafer, and by the results of the survey that we 

conducted at the beginning of The Soundscape of Istanbul 

project. This online survey, which was actually done for 

determining the characteristic urban sounds of Istanbul, put 

forward also the fact that the most ignored sounds in daily 

life are historically rich and culturally significant ones. 

Yelmi discusses the survey and its results widely in another 

paper [14]. These ignored cultural sounds include street 

vendors (Turkish bagel vendors, vendors of roasted chest-

nuts, boza sellers), tea, narghile, kokoreç, backgammon, the 

nostalgic tramway, markets and bazaars, and horse-drawn 

carriages [14]. Therefore, it became inevitable to emphasize 

the cultural significance of especially these ignored sounds 

in the exhibition. 

We aimed to draw attention not only on these ignored 

sonic values but also on sound itself as a displayed object 

rather than background or side elements in the exhibition 

area. With this aim, we explored the most effective ways of 

emphasizing disappearing urban sounds by highlighting 

their historical richness and cultural significance, conduct-

ing a research about how auditory perception is affected by 

visuals and how sonic dominance can be set.  

People tend to recognize and identify their surroundings 

by seeing rather than listening, as Posner’s theory explains 

the visual dominance over other senses [15]. Another reason 

may be that visuals carry more accurate information and 

prevent the unpredictability and uncertainty, thus make peo-

ple safe when perceiving. Jian Kang’s quote ‘compared to 

vision, sound perception is usually information-poor but 

emotion-rich’ [16] also verifies this situation. 

Audio-visual studies generally cover enriched experienc-

es, which come out as a result of combination of sound and 

image or the studies on how audio affects visual perception 

when they are used together. This literature goes mainly 

over films, sound design and sound editing. When sound 

and image are used together, they create an augmented ex-

perience in terms of sensory perception levels. Since sound 

evokes emotions, it directly changes the value of a simple 

scene or a picture. This can be described as added value 

which Chion explains as ‘ … the expressive and informative 

value with which a sound enriches a given image so as to 

create the definite impression, in the immediate or remem-

bered experience one has of it, that this information or ex-

pression ‘naturally’ comes from what is seen, and is already 

contained in the image itself’ [17]. Gary Rydstrom, who has 

won best sound and best sound editing academy awards 

with the films Saving Private Ryan, Titanic, Jurassic Park, 

and Terminator 2, supports this idea by stating ‘..there is a 

magical level reached when picture and sound work together. 

When approached creatively, the combination of sound and 

image can bring something to vivid life, clarify the intent of 

work, and make the whole experience more memorable’ 

[18].  

Besides contributing to the value of visuals, sound chang-

es their perception as well. Especially music makes people 

think with their emotions. Muzaffer Çorlu, an award-

winning classical guitarist, has conducted a research on how 

music affects the visual perception and gave a talk called 

‘Do we ‘see’ with our ears too?’ [19] which is mainly about 

his research results. In his research, he showed to first group 

of people a scene with the red dressed girl from Schindler's 

List without music and asked about their opinion. They all 

gave responses on the quality of the film and scenario. Then, 

he showed the same scene with the soundtrack of the film to 

second group of people and asked the same question. They 

all commented on that scene declaring pity about the sav-

agery. As we can obviously infer from this example, people 

leave rational thinking and respond with their emotions with 

the presence of music. This is a very strong evidence that 

audio carries great importance in presenting and perceiving 

visuals. Our question, however, is about exploring the re-

verse relation between audio and visual, thus we intended to 

understand how visuals affect auditory perception, and to 

observe effects of audios and visuals separately and together 

on perception and on experience. 

For this reason, we conducted a study to understand how 

people perceive the context when they only listen to a sound, 

when they listen to a sound and then view a related photo, 

when they view a photo and then listen to a related sound, 

and when they view a photo while listening to a sound at the 

same time. We prepared a set of four items including a 

sound file, a file containing sound in the first place followed 

by a visual, a file containing visual in the first place fol-

lowed by a sound and a file containing both visual and 

sound at the same time. Together with these items, we asked 

questions about what these sounds could be, if the visuals 

and sounds were compatible with each other or if they be-

longed to anything else. Besides their answers, we also ob-

served the way in which they responded; for example, if 

they searched clues only in the visuals or if they directed 

their attention to the sounds. In this study, we involved ran-

dom participants of different backgrounds, education levels 

and nationality, as there might have been a difference in 

perception due to familiarity or unfamiliarity with culture. 

For this, we also searched answers in the interviews with the 

locals of Istanbul, if several cultural sounds (for example, 

narghile or kokoreç) become a habit or already lost in daily 

life and they do not even hear them anymore or if they are 

aware of the importance of urban sounds and approach them 

consciously. In the interviews with the non-locals, we ex-

plored if it is easy to understand the origins of sounds. 

To summarize the results of this study, none of the partic-

ipants could guess the right answer when they only listened 

to the sound, and almost all of them needed to see a visual to 

be sure about the origin of sound. When only sound was 

given, everyone linked the sound with something in their 

lives depending on their imagination, worldview, knowledge, 

origin, and own traditions; thus all the answers were differ-

ent from each other. When they were given the photo and 

the sound file separately, they mostly tended to build their 

answers based on the visual. Even if they had a different 

answer before seeing the photo, they changed it according to 

the visual. When visual was given first and then followed by 

sound, participants tended to perceive the sound as if it be 
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longed to the visual. Even if they did not think that they 

were compatible, they could not think independently from 

the visual and they made their guesses highly related to the 

visual. They also added that if they have not seen the photo 

first, they could most probably have thought something else. 

When sound was given first and then followed by visual, 

participants tended to refuse that the visual did not belong to 

sound because they already had an idea about the sound 

before seeing the visual. However, they still could not be so 

sure and responded with a possibility. When they were giv-

en the photo and the sound file at the same time, almost all 

of them were focused on the photo. If they could not find 

any clues in the photo, some directed their attention to the 

sound as a second step, and some of them did not even think 

about listening and declared no answer. There were only 

few participants who listened to the sound in the first place. 

Most of those who have focused directly on the sounds had 

musical background, and even them asked for more in-

formative sounds or visuals to be sure about the context. 

Therefore, according to survey results and our observa-

tions, people generally tend to perceive things by seeing 

rather than by listening since visuals are more dominant in 

making people believe just like the phrase ‘seeing is believ-

ing’ and visuals carry more information than sounds. Sound 

itself, solely, evokes emotions and imagination, and does 

not always carry accurate information. According to Kang, 

‘there are two types of sounds related to the different ways 

of processing in terms of the users’ listening; holistic hear-

ing and descriptive listening. The former takes soundscape 

as a whole without making any meaning and the latter fo-

cuses on identifying the psychological and social dimen-

sions of a sound source’ [16]. When people try to recognize 

origins of sounds, several factors such as psychological, 

linguistic and social, interfere with this process, and every-

one comes up with a different conclusion. For this reason, it 

is very difficult to link a sound with a certain event or loca-

tion because sounds are connected with so many different 

things in everyone’s memory. We have foreseen that famili-

arity with culture could create differences in perception of 

urban sounds in the beginning of this study. However, this 

research has also appealed that cultural familiarity plays 

only a small role in recognizing a sound without its context. 

It highly depends on individual’s background, interests and 

so on. Thus, an exhibition designed only with sounds will be 

experienced differently by everyone since there will not be 

only one single meaning to infer. However, if there is a cer-

tain message to convey through the exhibition, it will be 

more efficient to use supportive elements besides sounds.  

In order to convey the message of our exhibition, we 

chose to use texts besides sounds since visuals dominate the 

attention and leave sounds in the background. Absence of 

visuals in the exhibition would be powerful in emphasizing 

the significance of cultural sounds through sonic experienc-

es and keep the attention on sounds. We intended to convey 

one single obvious message by creating unique experiences 

for each visitor with using only sounds and texts. 

In the exhibition, sounds of ten ignored cultural values 

(Turkish bagel vendors, vendors of roasted chestnuts, boza 

sellers, tea, narghile, kokoreç, backgammon, the nostalgic 

tramway, bazaars, and horse-drawn carriages) were accom-

panied by texts. The texts that we prepared for exhibition 

did not have a detailed explanation about the sounds and did 

not say exactly what they were, on purpose. Texts only gave 

little information highlighting the cultural importance and 

historical richness of those sonic values with one sentence. 

Our intention, here, was to make visitors actually listen and 

think about the sonic values of everyday life, by providing a 

small textual clue but no visuals.  

The idea for the sound installation was using a 5.1 sur-

round system, which enabled using a 360-degree sound en-

vironment, a realistic feel and blend of recorded sounds. We 

located five speakers as a circle shape, which defined the 

borders of the installation and the navigation area for visi-

tors (Fig.2). The preparation of the sound installation was 

mixing ten recorded audio files in five main surround chan-

nels by using two sounds in each channel. Thus, every sin-

gle surround channel fed by two chosen sounds except the 

sub-bass channel. By this way, we intended to give a con-

ceptual feeling in every different channel by choosing sig-

nificant cultural sounds for listeners. We created concepts 

on each channel which were; ‘Beyoğlu street’ using nostal-

gic tramway and kokoreç sellers’ sounds, ‘Nostalgia’ using 

boza sellers and horse-drawn carriages’ sounds, ‘Bazaar’ 

using bazaar and vendors of roasted chestnut sounds, ‘Turk-

ish coffee house’ using narghile and backgammon sounds 

and ‘Traditional ferry breakfast’ using tea and Turkish bagel 

vendors’ sounds. These concepts also helped shaping the 

bilingual texts (Turkish and English), which were printed on 

ten boards, one for each sound. We located text boards, as 

they would be on both left and right sides of all five speak-

Fig. 1. Exhibition. (Photo credit: Sahir Uğur Eren) Fig. 2. Exhibition. (Photo credit: Sahir Uğur Eren) 
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ers. This helped listeners to make a correlation more easily 

between texts and sounds. When listeners approached to 

read the texts they could also hear the relevant sound more 

obvious than others, and they could connect this specific 

sonic value with its textual clue.  

The installation was mainly in dark and only the texts 

were lighted in order to put emphasize on sonic values. The 

whole idea behind this installation was to make visitors ex-

perience the chaotic sonic environment of Istanbul and to 

make them realize that each single urban sound is, in fact, of 

great significance in terms of cultural heritage. When visi-

tors stood in the center of the circular shaped installation, 

they could hear all ten sounds at the same time as chaos, and 

it was difficult to distinguish sounds from each other. How-

ever, when they approached to any speaker, which had two 

text boards by its sides related to two sounds of its concept, 

it became clear to distinguish especially these two sounds 

with the help of textual clues. Thus, the visitor left the cha-

otic sonic environment behind by moving from center to-

wards the borders of the installation and focused only on 

these two sounds trying to bridge sonic values with the tex-

tual clues. Encouraging visitors to think on cultural sounds 

not only strengthened the bond between the visitor and the 

installation but also revived visitors’ sonic memories related 

to the city. 

Furthermore, we took the advantage of the centrally lo-

cated exhibition gallery (Studio-X Istanbul) and we orga-

nized soundwalks, walks focused on listening, during the 

exhibition in order to enhance sonic experiences. Therefore, 

visitors could connect the exhibition space with everyday 

life of the city and had more time to internalize the signifi-

cance of urban sounds. 

 

IV.EXHIBITION EVALUATION 

We wanted to learn more from visitors if we could reach 

our aims through this experiential exhibition. For this reason, 

we conducted a visitor research preparing a short question-

naire that measured (1) if the exhibition played role in in-

creasing public awareness of cultural sounds, (2) if using 

only sounds and texts enhanced experience, and (3) if the 

visitors could bridge their daily lives and memories with the 

sounds used in the exhibition.    

For visitor research, we prepared a very short computer-

based questionnaire with seven questions and a likert scale 

not to overwhelm the visitors. We located the computer on 

the way out of the exhibition (Fig.1) so that visitors could 

fill in after visiting the exhibition. Survey statements can be 

classified in three categories according to the objectives of 

the exhibition; (1) ‘increasing awareness’, (2) ‘effects of an 

entire sonic experience’ and (3) ‘the relationship between 

visitors and the sounds’. The statements were as follows; for 

the first category, ‘I didn’t realize the cultural value and 

importance of these sounds before, although I hear them 

almost everyday.’ and ‘My awareness of these sounds in-

creased thanks to this exhibition.’; for the second category, 

‘If visuals were used, I could have imagined the sounds 

more easily.’, ‘Sounds and texts are adequate to understand 

Fig. 3. Survey results. 
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what the sounds belong to.’ and ‘If there were no texts, I 

could have understand what the sounds belong to.’; and for 

the third category, ‘The sounds remind me of the places that 

I hear these sounds in the city.’ and ‘The sounds remind me 

of my own memories.’ 

In total, 95 visitors completed the survey and the results 

are shown in the table above (Fig.3). Concerning the two 

statements in the first category (1), it can be inferred that the 

exhibition played a significant role in raising public aware-

ness of cultural sounds. Around 55% of the participants de-

clared that they did not realize the cultural value and the 

importance of sounds until they visited the exhibition, and 

around 78% of the participants stated that their awareness of 

the urban sounds increased thanks to this exhibition. In addi-

tion to visitors’ answers in the survey, there was an obvious 

increase in the uploaded sounds to the Soundsslike archive. 

Therefore, it can be said that the exhibition was effective in 

terms of raising awareness of urban sounds. 

Regarding the questions querying the design choices in 

the second category (2), the overall outcome fits what we 

expected according to our previous study about the effects 

of audios and visuals on perception. Around 50% of the                                                                             

participants would have difficulty in understanding the 

sounds without visuals and the rest could have guessed 

without visuals. According to (around) 78% of the partici-

pants, sound and texts were adequate to guess what the 

sounds actually belong to, although they had some difficulty. 

Around 48% of the participants stated that they could not 

guess the sounds without textual clues. Thus, we can verify 

one more time that sounds carry less information and people 

pay less attention to sounds so that recognizing sounds 

without clues becomes difficult even if they are heard often 

in daily urban lives. However, providing textual clues in the 

exhibition made guessing the sounds easier. It also helped 

reviving personal memories for each visitor; thus, the expe-

rience became unique as well. Besides these, visitors could 

take the message from the exhibition and they could connect 

with urban sounds through a strong emotional bond. If there 

were visuals related to sounds, it was more likely that visi-

tors would have an objective attitude to urban sounds. 

Therefore, designing a sound exhibition by using only 

sounds and texts is a successful combination in terms of 

reflecting personal experiences within daily urban life, and 

in making visitors embrace cultural sounds and comprehend 

the significance of urban sonic values.   

The results of the last two questions in the third category 

(3), however, prove that there is a strong bond between resi-

dents and urban sounds. Around 92% of the participants 

declared that the sounds reminded them of the places that 

they hear in the city and 80% of the participants stated that 

the sounds reminded them of their own memories. Although 

less attention is paid to sounds within everyday life, there is 

a strong unconscious emotional bond with sounds, which 

has the power of bringing back memories. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In order to safeguard sonic ICH in a way that is dynamic 

rather static, we argued in this paper that the most effective 

strategy is to design an experiential exhibition that connects 

the exhibition space with the urban space within which the 

sonic ICH is found and it offers to increase public awareness 

of significance and uniqueness of cultural sounds through 

exhibition and auditory experiences, so that present-day 

visitors and future generations will make efforts towards 

safeguarding sonic ICH.  

Our research into collecting of cultural sounds leads to a 

detailed archive of the sonic environment of Istanbul upon 

which the exhibition is to be based. Although the exhibition 

plays with various sensory experiences and points to con-

nections between the visuality, aurality and even olfactory 

aspects of everyday practices, as a result of our preliminary 

research and observations, we assume that sonic experiences 

will be the most powerful ones in raising awareness of cul-

tural sounds. This is because both sound itself and experi-

encing an environment evoke emotions and awaken imagi-

nation. The exhibition highlights the most characteristic but 

disappearing and mostly ignored sounds of the city, such as 

Turkish bagel vendors, vendors of roasted chestnuts, boza 

sellers, tea, narghile, kokoreç, backgammon, the nostalgic 

tramway, markets and bazaars, and horse-drawn carriages 

by presenting as exhibition experiences. Sonic experiences 

also remind local visitors of their memories related to Istan-

bul if they are already familiar with the sounds displayed, 

and notice that these sounds are part of their past, back-

ground, identity or family memories. Foreign visitors may 

establish connections between the exhibited sonic environ-

ment and their own hometowns, and draw comparisons or 

realize similarities, which also result in reconsidering urban 

sounds. Thus, experiences make the exhibition message 

more memorable and impressive, which is, in this case, cul-

tural significance of urban sounds and the need of the pro-

tection of cultural sounds. Therefore, designing effective 

sonic experiences will contribute towards the safeguarding 

of the sonic cultural heritage of the city by increasing public 

awareness. 
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